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NOTA BANZHAF
All the Hard News that's Fit to Print and Then Some
Vol 7, No. 5

NEW

Saturday, April 1, 2000

S BRIEFS

GW Grad Lands Coveted
Judge Judy Clerkship
"Listen, do I look stupid?" Lois Frensner, 1999
J.D., hears the legal icon share those
undistinguishabie colloquialism everyday. Lois
Fresner is one of one lucky law students to become a
clerk for Judge Judy, the popular sassy senior citi
zen who tells it like it is.
"It's everything I studied for at GW." Lois
says while going over an amicus brief for an upcom
ing case involving two men who are accused of be
ing contributing to the death of a turtle due to lack
of food. "The legal issues I encounter are astound
ing. I would never get this kind of exposure in a
firm, Department of Justice or Springer. She's like
Jesse Ventura in Uncle Phil's position!"
Judge Judy is extremely excited to have Lois
as an apprentice. "Lois came here citing elements
and negligence and blah-blah-blah and I was like
look Poindexter, a real judge does less yappin', less
thinkin' and more inkin'."

1L Prepares to Submit "KILLER"
Journal Competition Memo
Jim Bennett, 1L, is putting the finishing
touches on his self-described "killer" journal entry.
"Most of the lazy people in this school turned a pal
try few pages around in aweekend but not me. When
I do something I d o it right.
Bennett's entry is the only one not submitted
yet but Bennett is sure his journal entry will be
successful. "With over two-hundred pages of mate-

rial, 1 gave the material the respect it deserves."
Sources report that Mr. Bennett's entry is currently
twenty-two pages in length. He has spent the last
week getting various students and faculty to proof
read it before submission.
This isn't the first time Bennett has taken an
unorthodox approach. Bennett has yet to submit his
contracts final which he dubbed a "take-home". "I
took one look at this final and knew there was no
way to properly cover the material in just 3 hours."

Devil with a Blue Dress Off to
Join Next Year's Crop of lLs
BY JEFF CLI NT WILLIAMS

Staff Writer
It's official. World famous intern Monica Lewinsky
will be packing up her presidential kneepads and coming to
GW Law School next year. It was supposed to be
Washington's best kept secret, but the cat was let out of the
proverbial bag
yesterday when
law school Dean
"Basically it was
Michael Young
between us and Harvard,
and University
President Stephen
and facing another five
Joel Trachtenberg
point drop in the
were overheard
rankings this year, we
discussing the the
matter over a plate
wanted to do something
full of Burl Ives
to get noticed."
sandwiches at
Lindy's Red Lion.
-Dean Michael Young
Young
told
Trachtenberg the
fix was in, and the two men exchanged high fives and
knowing glances.
When asked to comment, an angry Stephen Kameny
said, "Why wasn't I asked to come to this conference of Yalta

like proportions!"

Initially, university officials declined to comment, but

a late night phone call to Nota Bene from Dean Michael
Young confirmed the news. Apparently the law school bought
out Ms. Lewinsky's lucrative Jenny Craig spokesmodel con
tract in order fo her to come here. "Basically it was between
us and Harvard, and facing another five point drop in the
rankings this year, we wanted to do something to get no
ticed."
Young confirmed that Dean Tragnsrud spawned the
idea at last December's faculty Holiday party, "Monica cum
Law Student will energize the community, and Roger said

this is the kind of bright new vision we need for the law
school in the 21st centnuy. Controversial people coming
here without being invited by the Lawyers' Guild or the
Federalist Society."
When reached by our staff of crack reporters Dean
Tragsrud who has spent the year mired in his own "Ok,
I'm leaving and I really mean it this time" scandal sim
ply said, "UFDA!"
Ms. Lew
insky who has
been more than
generous with her
time has also con
firmed the news.
r*fifBWk
After pointing out
that Nota Bene
i
was a news force
to be reckoned
with, and that she
was honored to be
speaking with us,
the femme fatale
said a mouthful.
„
. . r
c, j ,o "I'm psyched on
Soon to be Law Student?
. .
GW. You guys
have the best facilities and Library of any school I have
visited— not mention Hot Professors (she licked her lips)
like Larry Michel! and that international man of mystery
Louis Sohn."
Lewinsky added that her time in the Grand Jury re
ally inspired her to come to Law School. Ever the acade
mician, she intends to focus on Consitutional issue while
at GW hopes to start a new clinic to assist the nearby
White House and it variousl legal troubles, and hopes to
get on the Law Review on her own merits
Trachtenberg who has been on the phone with world
leaders and congressmen since the lunchtime rendezvous
could not be reached for comment.

New Nota Bene Editorial Board Voted in Where is he
Midnight Ballot:Banzhaf Editor-in-Chief ^ise and fall
BY MATT BRYANT

of bandits burst through the doors of LL101
in stolen police riot gear demanding that
his name be put on the ballot.
In the waning hours of Sunday night
"One of the ba[ndit]s told me he'd
in LL 101, Nota Bene conducted a secret break my thumbs sometime in the future if
election for its new editorial
I didn't place the Professor's
staff. The secret process was
name on the ballot, reported
the result of Professor John
the student-writer conducting
U the election, who requested to
Banzhaf's threats to throw
remain anonymous. He had
his hat in the ring for Editor
me trapped ... everybody who
in Chief of the student-run
has ever taken Banzhaf's
newspaper. What many
Torts class knows that threats
thought to be idle threats
of future violence don't con
came to pass when the good
stitute
assault. I co uld either
Professor, reportedly acting
recognize the Professor's can
on a tip from his henchmen
didacy, or face taking finals
at Dicta, crashed the election
with two broken thumbs.
with storm troopers from his
Once his name was on
legal activism class, affec
ballot, Athe race was as good
tionately dubbed "The
as his, reported on of the BanBanzhaf Bandits"
Allegedly, after an entire weekend of dits, who is allegedly related to Jet Li.
hot-tubbing and throwing rocks through the Banzhaf easily took the required 8 votes by
windows of local night clubs and dry clean promising to finance the newspaper with
ers which have defiantly thumbed their col his share of the settlements from the To
lective noses at Banzhaf's "Ladies Night bacco law suits. Faced with the prospect of
Litigation", the good Professor and his gang
Staff Writer

See MIDNIGHT page 2

nOWI t he rapid
of Dean Lord

BY MATT "BURNS STACK" GELLER

Staff Writer
The time-Fall semester 1999. GW
has welcomed in two new Deans. Dean
Michael "Don't Call Me Steve" Young had
escaped from the urban nightmare known
as Columbia University, and was now the
new Dean of our fair Law School.
GW also welcomed a new Assistant
Dean for Student Affairs, hired as part of
the new Young administration juggernaut.
His name was John Foy Lord. He received
his B.A. from Ramapo College of New Jer
sey, and his J.D. from that basketball powerhouse-Gonzaga. He started something
called the Meta-Law Program, which
sounded like some self-help seminar you
registered for through a 1-900 number at
2:45 A.M., during a commercial break on
the Home and Garden Network.
Dean Lord was supposed to be our
Shepherd-the man who would be a voice
for the alienated GW student body. Alas,
our Shepherd disappeared as quickly as he
arrived. Dean Lord vanished under the
shadowy cloak of "resignation" after only
a few measly months. We asked ourselves,

"How can someone resign after only onehalf of a semester?" There were rumors
about administrative dissention and con
flicting egos. But we, the students, never
got the true story of Dean Lord. Well, I
have temporarily left the friendly confines
of the Balcony to reveal to you the truth
about our Shepherd, and what he is doing
today. But I must warn you ... the truth
may be more painful than anything you
have ever heard before.
It all started with a poker game. Yes,
Dean Young had been trained as a card
shark during his time in Harlem. He had
initiated weekly, late-night, high stakes
poker games with the other Deans, in or
der to invoke fear in his subordinates. This
fateful night, Dean Young had established
poker playing four-some, himself, Dean
Roger "The Iceman" Trangsrud, Dean
Alfreda "Chopsticks" Robinson, and our
own Dean Lord.
The game started out badly for Dean
Lord; after 2 hours, he had lost all of his
money because of the cunning play of the
Iceman. Of course, Dean Young was en-

See LORDY LORDY page 2
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SOFT NEWS

MIDNIGHT
FROM PAGE

1

another year with insufficient funding and a precarious
relationship with the Professor, the potential million
dollar budget was understandably attractive to the Bene
delegates.
Furthermore, Professor Banzhaf had the upper
hand in the positive campaign arena with his recent show
of good faith in the moratorium on his postings. Mean
while, writers like myself continue to libel our new bene
factor knowing full well, thanks to the Professor's own
Torts class, that because he's a public figure he would
have to show actual malice to maintain an action for
libel.
There just wern't a helluva lot of options, one del
egate reflected after the election. The important thing is
students will still ultimately control the content, with
certain exceptions. A reliable source suggests those
Acertain exceptions are the front page, the house opin
ion and the new "hard news" section which, allegedly,
is henceforth reserved for articles concerning litigation
by or about John Banzhaf. The Professor also promises
a crossword and jumble puzzle in a section called "Whose
Your Daddy".
Reports that the newspaper's name will be changed
to The Good Bastard cannot be confirmed at this time.

Nota Bene thanks Nathan
Williams for his support,
this year and reminds you
of what Chancellor
Bismarck once said "If
you like laws and sausages,
you should never watch
either one being made."

LORDYy LORDYFROM PAGE 1
three Jacks. "A three of a kind!! Beat that, you overgrown
robot!" exalted the Shepherd. The Iceman showed no emo
tion whatsoever as he slowly turned over his cards, one at
a time. First came a four, then a seven, then a queen. "I
want his office!" screamed the Shepherd. Then, like a
bolt of lighting, Dean Lord's world came crashing down.
A queen, and another queen-the Iceman had three queens.
A small smile creept
over the Iceman's
face. Dean Lord had
lost his livelihood be
cause of three lousy
queens. As the other
three Deans went off
to LuLu's for the cel
ebration, our Shep
herd packed up his
office, and left GW,
never to be seen
again.
So, you ask,
where is Dean Lord
today? Well, he is in
Wyoming, teaching
student in L201^
his Meta-Law pro
in April. The The Iceman (left) cometh. 3 Queens meant the end of the Shepherd
gram to out-of-work
Iceman dealt, (right).
cattle ranchers. He
and almost im
has traded in his pin
mediately, our shepherd's heartbeat started to come down. stripe suits toi a cowboy hat and a set of leather chaps
"There's no way Mustache Man and Chopsticks have bet (much like the chaps that Professor Mitchell owns). While
ter hands than me. My job is safe", thought Dean Lord. I was unable to contact him personally, I truly believe that
Dean Young ordered everybody to turn over their cards.
he has fond memories of our fine institution. I believe he
As a show of good faith, Dean Young turned his would have liked to stay, to see his GW children grow into
cards over first. To the surprise of no one, Young had fine, ethical attorneys. But he knows that life is just one
four aces. "Well, I'm not going anywhere, except maybe big gamble, and that one's world can be turned upsideJapan every other month," bellowed Young. Then came down by a simple turn of the cardsThat is the true story of
Chopsticks-she had a flush. She yelled, "Yes, I don't lose Dean Lord's odyssey at GW. I only hope thatDean DeVigne
my cushy parking space!" It was down to the Shepherd takes her vacation in Las Vegas, or else Dean Lord could
and the Iceman. The Shepherd turned over his cards- be adding another Shepherd to his flock.
titled to a substantial cut of the Iceman's winnings (much
like how the University takes a substantial cut of our tu
ition).
As Dean Lord started to leave the Hard Lounge
table, Dean Young ordered him to stop. "No one leaves
my table without my permission. Sit your bald ass down!"
Dean Lord cowered back to his seat, while "Chopsticks"
Robinson cack-

WHO WANTS TO BE A MILLIONAIRE (GW LAW STYLE)
BY ANDREW AINSWORTH.

d. School administrators couldn't pass up another
opportunity to nickel and dime law students

SlOOWhich of the following best describes the tuition
at GW law school?
$2000Which of the following people most resembles Dean
a. Quite a bargain
Trachtenburg?
b. A fair price
a. Attila the Hun
c. A bit expensive
b. Benito Mussolini
d. Financial sodomy
c. Adolf Hitler
d. Satan
S200Which of the following is the most difficult to
figure out?
$4000Which of the following surfaces is most likely to
a. Einstein's Theory of Relativity
destroy the suspension on your car?
b. The engravings on the Rosetta Stone
a. A mountainous off-road trail
c. The federal tax code
b. Railroad tracks
d. The floor plan of the law library
c. A bomb-cratered street in Grozny
d.The streets around GW
$300What is the greatest unsolved mystery of all
time?
$8000Which of the following literary publications do the
a. The location of the lost city Atlantis
library door monitors most often read while on duty?
b Is Elvis still alive?
a.Homer's Iliad
c. The existence of extra-terrestrial life
b.Jane Austen's Sense and Sensibility
d. The job duties of the people working in the
c.Melville's Moby Dick
Records Office
d .Star Magazine
S500Which of the following persons is most likely to
know how to get a job in the legal market?
a One of the law school's CDO counselors
b Someone who has at least taken the LSAT
c. Someone who has actually gone to law school
d Someone who has personally gotten him/herself a
job in legal market
SI 000Which of the following explains why laser
printing is free in the Gelman library but costs law
students eight cents per page in the law library?
a. Undergraduates pay more tuition
b. Law students don't need printing services as much
as undergraduates
c. The law school can't afford to give law students
free laser printing
^•t>P JOJ puuou id MJUO

S16kWhich of the following is the most underworked and
overpaid?
a. A professional golfer
b. A roc k star
c. A retired millionaire living off his investments
d. A tenured law professor
S32kWhich of the following has the heaviest debt burden?
a. A compulsive gambler
b. P resident Clinton's legal defense fund
c. A third world country
d A graduating GW law student
$64kWhich of the following geographic locations has a
climate that most closely resembles the law school's
classroom conditions?
a Minnesota

b. Alaska
c. Iceland
d. The Arctic Circle
SI 25kWhat is the most cmel method of torture known
to man?
a. Chinese water torture
b. Drawing and quartering
c. Disembowelment
d. Forcing someone to sit for an hour in one of the
many broken chairs in the law school's classrooms
S250klf all of the following persons were mail carriers
which one would be most likely to "go postal"?
a.The Unabomber
b.David Koresh
c.Timothy McVeigh
d. A certain Torts professor who will remain unnamed
SSOOkWhich of the following explains why the law
school just raised annual tuition to $26,300 per stu
dent?
a. To pay for the replacement of the dot matrix printers
in the computer lab
b. To pay for the replacement of the circa 1950 copiers
in the law library
c. To pay for Internet access for law students
d. To finance certain school administrators' $800 a
week crack habit
SIMAfter graduating, what are the chances that GW
law students will donate money to a school that has
financially gouged them while repeatedly turning a dea
ear to their requests for basic accommodations like heat
and unbroken chairs.
a.High chance
b.Fair chance
c.Low chance
d.Snowball's chance in hell
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Banzhaf-TVtf/a Bene Publicity Stunt Exposed

2L Claims Mentos Saved His
Federal Taxation Final;
Other Students Cry Foul
Peter Venkol received a B on
his Federal Taxation Final, yet Mr.
Vfenkol cla ims he barely studied for
the course. "The Mentos saved me,"
says Peter.
During the Dec. 14 Federal
Taxation exam, students noticed that
Vfenkol had not written a word on his
test for a thirty minute period. At this
point, Peter turned his hat backwards,
popped a Mentos in his mouth, and
gave the Professor the 'thumbs-up.'
An unnamed classmate said, "It
was so cheesy. He just ate a Mento
and that was it; eveiything got better.
I studied for two (expletive) weeks
and this idiot eats a candy and gets
the same grade."
Peter has a different story. "I
won't say the Mento told me what to
do, but I believe that Mento gave me
something I needed. I felt. I don't
know...fresh and full of... and well
fresh. I was writing up to that point.
The Mento just seemed to make my
thought process clearer."
One unnamed source claimed,
"It doesn't make sense. He barely
touched his paper and got the B. He
said the stupidest things in classes. It
had to be the Mentos moment."

BY ANDREW A INSWORTH

Staff Writer
Once again the halls of the law school
are buzzing with controversy. This time
the excitement was caused by the shocking
discovery that the recent War of Words be
tween professor John Banzhaf and the Nota
Bene has been nothing more than a hoax
designed to further their personal interests.
"Last week I was at a local bar with
some friends," said Cindy Margolis, 2L,
who blew the lid off the scandal. "That's
where I saw them —the editors of Nota
Bene and professor Banzhaf— sitting to
gether at a table. They were joking around,
making toasts, and laughing about how they
had put one over on the law school. It was
obvious that the argument they had been
having at school was just a big hoax."
"Desperate times call for desperate
measures," explained Cheryl Demma, the
Editor-in-Chief of the Nota Bene "By the
end of last semester the Nota Bene reader
ship was at an all time low. We needed to
do something drastic to breathe new life into
the paper." It was at this time of despera
tion that professor Banzhaf approached the
Nota Bene.
According to those present at the
meeting, the press-hungry professor was
upset that his name hadn't been gracing the
pages of the paper as often as he thought it
should (i.e. in every issue). So he made the
Nota Bene a proposal. "At first I thought

"I've been here for decades and I'm get
all his talk about 'hard news' was just an ting close to retirement. At this point I 11
other one of his sexual innuendos," said take any attention I ca n get. Whether it s
Jenny Splitter, the paper's Opinions Edi positive or negative, I don't care."
tor. "Then I started to really listen to him.
Although it is now generally known
His plan seemed to be fool proof."
that the Banzhaf-Wo/a Bene feud was a
According to Nota Bene insiders, hoax, many questions still persist in the
Banzhaf's plan was simple: The professor minds of students: What is the true rela
would immediately begin a relentless bar tionship between the paper and the profes
rage of criticism of the newspaper which sor?; Did Banzhaf really survey students
the writers would cover in every issue. The about what they wanted in a school news
result? Student readership of the paper paper?; and, What is "hard news" anyway?
would increase and Banzhaf's name would
Recent investigation has revealed that
hit the headlines.
the professor became quite close with the
According to both Banzhaf and the staff while putting on the hoax, especially
Nota Bene, the publicity stunt was a smash with the popular columnists Brenda and
ing success. "Our readership skyrocketed," Kelly. " I know professor Banzhaf looks like
explained Demma. "The presses were run a grumpy old man on the outside," said
ning nonstop and we still couldn't keep up Brenda, "but inside he's just a big, cuddly
with student demand. For the first time in teddy bear." "He only pretends that he
months we didn't have to donate left over doesn't like students," explains Kelly, who
copies to local pet stores for use as cage affectionately refers to the professor as
liners." Banzhaf was equally enthusiastic. "Uncle John." "In reality he cares about us
"A few months ago I began to despair be very deeply. And besides, he has really nice
cause the articles on the ego wall outside eyes."
my office were turning from canary yellow
In a recent interview professor
to a deep amber. The recent exchange with Banzhaf revealed the secret behind his oftthe Nota Bene has provided me with ample cited "survey." "One day when I was sit
new material on my favorite subject: Me." ting in a stall in the men's bathroom I
Confronted with accusations of jour scribbled a question on the wall asking
nalistic misconduct, Demma defended the about students' interest in hard news The
newspaper's actions. "What we did was response I got was overwhelming, and I felt
completely in accordance with the first rule I had received a mandate from the people."
of journalism: When there is no news, you When asked about the definition of hard
have to make the news." Banzhaf was un news the professor chuckles. "What's hard
repentant as well. "Look," he explained, news?," he replies, "you're looking at it."

GW: Our Cup Runneth Over with SHIT
BY MICHAEL DE LA M ERDE SCHEIZKOPF

Staff Writer
Over spring break, a group offaithful, devout George
Washington University Law School students met with the
school's administration. The group, known as Students
Hostile and In Turmoil (SHIT), decided that they had had
enough. SHIT forced a meeting with Dean Young in order
to express their outrage at the state of affairs in the halls of
our beloved institution.
Equipped with their 378 page "SHIT Manifesto",
SHIT began to read aloud from page one until all of their
demands were met. When asked why he gave in to their
demands, Dean Young responded, "Because it sounded like
SHIT. I just couldn't take any more SHIT." The group
pushed for scores of changes in the administration and
even in the structure of the building itself, but for the sake
of time and space, I will only mention the most important
ones below.
1. the name of the law school has hereinafter been
changed to the George Washington University/ SHIT group/
School of Law. The change was made in order to properly
acknowledge those students that just won't accept the sta
tus quo.
2. the law school will be expanding to include the
entire block, encompassing all buildings between 21" and
22nd, and between G and H. When Dean Young was asked
just what the law school would be doing with so many
buildings, he responded "I am not giving shit to SHIT. I

just said those things to shut them up. Actually the soft

that by not wasting university resources on the so called
lounge will be converted later this year to a mini dorm, for recycling program, they can spend it on paper fresh from
undergraduates only of course. Oh
the rain forest. THIS IS NOT A
yeah, and the garage for my new
JOKE, THE LAW SCHOOL
car will be where the Moot Court
DOES NOT RECYCLE. Seri
Room used to be, YEAH BABY!"
ously, the law school does not re
3. a sauna will be placed in
cycle, so throw your trash in any
the bathrooms of the second floor
receptacle, and if anyone gives
library, and each sauna will have a
you any lip, tell them not to give
masseuse on duty during normal
you any SHIT, because the law
operating hours, and twenty four
school does not recycle anyway
hours during finals. When I asked
6.
the name for the
SHIT president, Number Two, how
school's sports teams has been
this was done, he responded "I just
changed from the Colonials to the
threatened to rub his nose in
SHITheads. Both Dean Young
SHIT." Great job Number Two.
and President Trachtenberg de
4. the computer labs will be
cided to commend the brave stu
totally and completely renovated.
dents that stood up to this ab
New Dell Computers with Pentium
horred administration by invok
III Intel Processors will be in
ing that spirit into our mascots
stalled. In addition to the new
names. So just think, you can call
desktops, each student at the law President changes Colonials name to
yourself a shithead and be proud
school will receive a new laptop of SHITheads.
of it.
choice. Just go the George Wash
And SHIT promises that
ington University Computer Store,
there are many more changes to
politely threaten the store clerk with assault, and kindly come. This is only the beginning. We will not stop until
exit with your laptop.
SHIT is everywhere," says Number Two. I don't know
5. there will be free and unlimited printing for ev about you folks, but I a m sure looking forward to seeing
eryone on campus. The administration has figured out more SHIT in these hallways.

The 6taff would like to extend a hearty
Nota Bene Thank You
to Professor John Banzhaf, III...
for all the free pre&s
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EDITORIAL

Death and Taxes
Why not add to the list of gruesome inevitabilities yearly tuition
hikes1 We feel that few would object, with the possible exception of
the hopelessly naive. And yet students at the Law School seem far
too willing to accept the "reality" of increased tuition rates. Indeed
for many students the only question is "By how much?" Although
this might be construed as borderline heresy, we feel that it is proper
to at least question the need for annual increases.
The usual justification is that law schools are expensive to
operate and are becoming more so with each passing year. Professors
need to be paid fatter w ads of cash, ageing buildings need mainte
nance and hi-tech libraries are ruinously expensive. It
is true that the Law School has plenty of expenses, but
do these expenses justify a nearly 5% tuition increase
between 1999 and 2000 or the stunning 7% increase
between 1998 and 1999? Both rises far surpassed the
rate of inflation for their respective period.
The justification du jour is that the Law School is
forced to pay top-dollar for faculty because of the
booming economy. To that add the cost of new
building projects and an increased offering of merit
and need-based scholarships and it's easy to under
stand why law students are asked to pay more. There
is no doubt something to this, and if new money is
used to acquire and retain faculty, then it is money
well spent. Likewise we applaud efforts to help
students pay for law school through redistribution of
tuition dollars. And although the building projects are
funded in large part through alumni donations, the cost
of maintenance, we suspect, isn't.
That said, there is a third explanation for
higher tuition rates that is less likely to be discussed in poli te circles.
It has long bee n suggested that the University uses the Law School as
a "cash cow," and this impression is no way allayed by the fact that
the University and not the Law School sets the tuition rates. It is, of
course, impossible tor Nota Bene to judge whether the Law School's
financial relationship with the University is a good one without

conducting a detailed cost/benefit analysis. What we do suggest,
however, is that the Law School develop its own sources of revenue
so it has more leverage in its dealings with the University. Aggres
sively using alumni resources-in particular their pocketbooks-seems
like a logical first step.
Even if the University is nght to raise tuition rates, and thus law
students will simply have to accept annual increases as par for the
course, it is reasonable to expect the Law School to constantly reas
sess its financial position to better serve the interests of its students.

NOTA BENE

Newspaper of the George Washington University Law School
Editor-in-Chief
Managing Editor
News Editor
Features & Clinics Editor
Opinions Editor

Cheryl Demma
Erik L Mengwall
Angela Hsu
Heather J. Fish
Jenny Splitter

Trial Court & Tribulatons
make for a Trial Court Board that consists
of students with the greatest expertise to
I am writing concerning the Trial serve as coaches and judges for the compe
Court Competition held on Saturday, March titions. Put simply, a skills board should
I"1 in which 134 GW Law students com exist to foster law students' skills.
peted for Board membership. The follow
This goal can be accomplished
ing Monday, results were posted in the halls best by encouraging students to continue to
and, as usual, people gathered around hop participate in competitions until they have
ing to see their names on the list. I was met the requisite standards. The current
one of the students who was happy that day system does the opposite. It says to stu
dents that if they did not happen to make
- at least at first.
Soon afterwards, I became very the cut during their first year, the chances
disappointed with the outcome of the com later on will be very slim.
petition. Upon closer inspection, I realized
Another problem is that judges
that I was one of only two 2L's selected. rated competitors on a 1-10 scale in five
Suddenly, I no longer felt honored to have categories. As both Moot Court and ADR
been selected. Instead, I merely felt lucky - have experienced, many judges are prone
- like I had won a lottery. An honor re not to use the entire grading scale and hover
quires skill to achieve. Good fortune does around the center. The mathematical im
not.
plication is that judges who utilize the en
Look at the statistics from the Trial tire scale have the greatest influence over
Court Competition. Thirty-two students which competitors stand out as rating high
were selected with 29 — or 91% — of them or low. A 1-10 scale as opposed to the 1-5
being lL's. Among those that participated, scale employed by Moot Court and ADR
26% of the lL's, 10% of the 2L's, and a exacerbates this problem by amplifying the
solitary 3L were selected.
differences in these judging styles. When
You may wonder why I would pen judges rate upperclass students who have
this letter when I survived the numbers taken evidence more harshly, the situation
game. The truth is that others attempted to is further complicated.
contact key Board officials weeks ago for
I understand the difficultly in run
an explanation but to no avail. Instead of ning a school-wide competition and tough
responding directly to these competitors, I decisions made in the selection process.
recently overheard a Board official berat This spring, I chaired the Client Counsel
ing them in public to a classmate while re ing Competition for the ADR Board. After
vealing and commenting on their scores.
much debate, ADR chose its new members
Now 1 ask publicly, why this sta based solely upon the skills exhibited with
tistical discrimination against upperclass out respect to class status. This provided
students? I do know that judges identified healthy representation from each class that
competitors according to class and whether will allow ADR to continue as a strong or
they had taken evidence. This gives three ganization.
possible explanations. 1. lL's were judged
I urge the Trial Court to set clear,
on much more relaxed standards; 2. uniform standards that uphold its commit
Upperclass students were judged on exceed ment in its Constitution to foster trial ad
ingly more stringent standards; or 3. The vocacy skills development. Whether a com
Board set class quotas favoring lL's. All petitor has taken evidence may be taken into
three constitute unacceptable tampering account, but upperclass students should not
with judging criteria. They also suggest a be subjected to arbitrary and discriminatory
misguided belief that the process should criteria. Moreover, (as done by ADR), the
favor lL's in order to fill the ranks with Trial Court should be responsive to poststudents who will be around for two more competition inquiries and provide competi
years. But at what cost? The result com tors with copies of their scores and critiques.
promises the purpose for which a skills This will help students understand how they
board exists in order to uphold arbitrary performed and what adjustments they need
class-based discrimination.
to make in their courtroom style.
If not so many students were ad
mitted in their first year, the perception
Kevin J. Klesh
would develop that Board membership
2L Day
comes only after gaining the proper expe
kklesh@law.gwu.edu
rience and knowledge. This would also to make in their courtroom style.
To The Editor:
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NEWS & OPINION

Tuition Rates Heading Up,
University Behind the Rise
by the University and confirmed by the Board of Trustees.
This
is because tuition dollars generated by the Law School
Staff Writer
are held by the University and budgeted by the University.
A portion of the Law School tuition revenue, accord
Expect to write a larger check in the fall because the ing to Dean Trangsrud, is used by the University to sup
cost of tuition at the Law School is on the rise. This fall's port other departments. This is a common practice in all
entering class and current lLs can expect to pay $26,860 private universities, according to Dean Trangsrud.
while all other full-time students will pay $26,300.
Despite some past friction, Dean Trangsrud said that
The new charges are 4.7% higher than current tu this arrangement works well, citing a 1994 agreement in
ition rates and exceed the consumer price inflation mark which the University promised to progressively increase
of 2.7%. This year's increase comes after a more than 7% the percentage of Law School funds returned to the Law
rise in tuition between 1998 and 1999.
School over a seven-year period.
To explain why the tuition rise again outpaced the
Dean Trangsrud also pointed out that the Law School
general rate of inflation, Law School officials asserted that benefits from its close relationship with the University in
bottom-line budgetary concerns necessitated the increase. other ways. Dean Trangsrud cited the University's offer to
Dean Roger Trangsrud, Associate Dean for Academic match dollar amounts generated by the Law School's
Affairs, justified the 4.7% hike by citing the increased costs fundraising efforts and the money the University is con
of infrastructure, library materials and faculty salaries.
tributing to the Law School's construction projects.
Dean Trangsrud further explained that much of this
The close and positive relationship between the Law
year's increase would be devoted to merit and need-based School and the University has grown in recent years. The
scholarships. All students benefit from the increased avail Law School has also made better use of alumni resources
ability of scholarships, according to Dean Trangsrud, be lately, and the new building projects slated for this year
cause scholarships allow the Law School to attract strong are funded in large part through alumni donations.
applicants and thus raise the quality of "everyone's legal
Likening it to one big family, Dean Trangsrud said
education."
that the good of the Law School and the good of the Uni
Although the Dean of the Law School plays a role in versity are inextricably linked.
determining tuition rates, ultimately this decision is made
BY MAT THEW V USSIDES

Do you have a secret crush? Have you been in a law school relationshiplor
all three years? ( A]>'<•»?/*> r • SAr/A/ want to know! If yo u would like to "tell all " to our
Gossip Hounds, leave them a note in the Nota Bene box in the Record's Office

STUDENT VIEW

The Law School's
Sexual Harassment
Policy
BY DEBRA D'AGOSTINO

I want to begin by saying that I am
an adamant feminist; I am a Co-President
of Law Association for Women, I spent last
summer fighting for the right to chose, and
I am a card carrying member of NOW.
When I first heard that Prof. David
Robinson was looking for a research assis
tant to work on a project relating to univer
sity sexual harassment policies, I was con
cerned, yet intrigued. I mean we have all
heard about the doll size electric chair, and
I w as sure there was no way 1 could agree
with his position on anything. I went to
talk to him about the job, and he gave me
some materials on GW's sexual harassment
policy and told me some of his concerns.
As soon as I b egan reading the text of the
sexual harassment guidelines I fo und my
self agreeing with him.
Universities are governed by Title IX,
which prohibits discrimination against an
individual on the basis of sex in any educa
tional program receiving federal funds.
Courts have often held that the standards
for liability under Title IX are the same as
the standards used for Title VII, which gov
erns sexual harassment in employment.
Under Title VII, two forms of sexual ha
rassment have been recognized by the Su
preme Court to equal sexual discrimination,
those are referred to as quid pro quo ha
rassment (usually thought of as "sleep with
me or your fired", etc) and "hostile work

See POLICY page 7
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Hot for TeacherNo Problem?
BY JENNY SPUTTER

Opinions Editor
Of the many types of faculty conduct that could
be regulated by GW Law policy or GWU policy, one
cannot be found in either institutions code: dating.
When it comes to romantic relationships between
faculty and students, the GW Faculty Code and the
GW Law School Faculty Rules are silent. According
to one source, certain professors at the law school may
propose a change to the Law School Faculty Rules on
this subject However, for now, there is simply no ap
plicable policy.
Just because there are no rules on h
t e subject does
not mean that the Office of the Dean of Students or the
Office of the Dean aren't prepared for student con
cerns. If a student were to speak with Dean DeVigne
regarding any kind of concern about a professor, she
would speak with the student confidentially and give
them their options. She noted that if it appears that
any federal laws may have been violated, she would
refer the matter to the GW Office of General Counsel.
As far as the professor is concerned, the Dean's
Office more directly governs professorial behavior.
Dean Roger Transgrud takes different types of
action depending on the context. For example,
Transgrud may refer the student to a specific commit
tee such as the Grading Committee or recommend cer
tain steps that the professor in question might take.
And even Dean's Fellows aren't immune from scru
tiny. If a student has a serious complaint about a Fel
low in their capacity as a Fellow, Professor Sloane and/
or the Dean's Office would most likely become in
volved.

Prosecution in the "Public Interest"
and five young children came into the of I prepare a case for trial, I will be acting as
fice to plead with me to"have him stop beat a representative of the state in helping to
Special to Nota Bene
ing us." "Him" was a middle-aged male promote justice.
I want to make it very clear that I am
who used boots, kitchen appliances, bricks,
in
no
way
criticizing public defenders, en
OK. In this time of frantic job search and his bare fists as weapons to inflict pain
vironmental
attorneys, and other "public in
on
their
bodies
and
fea
r
in
the
ir
minds.
The
ing- pop quiz, hotshot. "Public interest".
What comes to your mind when you hear children begged me to "protect Mommy" terest" employees. They perform valuable
this term? What do you automatically think because she could no longer protect herself. services for our community. However, the
of? When thinking of this phrase, many The victims lacked the resources, both fi narrow-minded and stereotypical view of
do not picture a prosecutor's office. They nancial and legal, to pursue civil action "public interest" as solely represented by
see a public defender or an environmental against the batterer. Their last option and there attorneys is both unfair and naive.
Naysayers often point to the meager sala
attorney, but automatically delve into a list only hope lay in the hands of our office.
Many see the job of a prosecutor as ries of public defenders as proof that they
of reasons as to why prosecutors do notserve
the public interest. "They are a govern one of "throwing people in prison", but represent the public interest. Even though
ment agency funded by the State, so of there is much more. The offices deals with I, and others who wish to enter criminal
course they can not be 'public interest' thousands of underrepresented and indigent prosecution, will be paid a whopping sal
jobs." (By the way - public defenders are clients who have been victims of horrible ary of $37,000 or less, comparable or less
State-funded government agencies as well) acts. Battered women, rape victims, assault than that of a public defender or environ
This classification has boggled my mind victims, and abused children, among oth mental attorney, we are not considered to
and complicated my life for a number of ers, walk through the doors of prosecutor's be performing a public service.
offices every day. Without the open arms
My understanding of the term "pub
years.
Individuals who plan to enter the field and assistance of the prosecutors, many of lic interest" is quite plain - performing a
of criminal prosecution are often placed in these victims would be rendered helpless. job in the interest of the public. I straggle
conflict with these restrictive views of what These services help to reassure the victims to find one who will deny that protecting
is in the "public interest". For example, I that the prosecutors are working diligently the family of which I spoke above from the
have been denied grants for summer em to ensure that the victims are never victims wrath of a maniac is in the interest of the
ployment and have been stripped of any again. In every case that I deal with in my public. To "protect Mommy" could be to
chance for loan forgiveness programs after future employment, I will be providing save a life. Funny that I would think that
graduation. To be specific, I was told that someone with an important service: com this should be the interest of the public.
prosecutors did not qualify for EJF grants passion.
Prosecutors protect the citizens of
because "thpy do not represent the indigent
or the underrepresented." Call me crazy - their jurisdiction in general by bringing
and many of you probably will - but I al those who have committed crimes to jus
ways thought that this was exactly the job tice. By promoting social order, the office
provides citizens with an important public
of a prosecutor.
In my estimation, no job is more in service. By making sure that individuals
the public interest than that of a prosecu who commit crimes are taught that their
tor. Allow me to present the story of a fam actions will not be tolerated, the office is
ily who came into the state's attorney's of helping to clean up the jurisdiction and to
fice where I worked last summer. The wife allow its citizens to enjoy safe streets.When
BY SETH A GILLER
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LEGAL CLINICSFEATURES

FROM THE IMMIGRATION CLINIC...
BY: PRO FESSOR A LBERTO MANUE L BEN ITEZ

NOTE: There are a few open slots in the Immi
gration Clinic for the Fall semester. If you already have
or wil l complete the prerequisite. Immigration Law, by
then and you 're interested in registering for this Clinic
please contact me immediately.
Recently, in a span of just over two weeks, the
Immigration Clinic won political asylum for six persons.
Each case contained complex issues of law and fact, and
the law s tudents' performance was especially noteworthy
because the interview and the hearings were conducted
exclusively through an interpreter.
1. C A., Mexico
For discussion of this case see article below.
2. R.M., El Salvador
This alien w as also represented by Manuel Flores.
On March 9, 2000, Immigration Judge ("IP') M. Christo
pher Grant granted the asylum application of R.M. a gay
man who is HIV-positive. Once again, Manuel was solely
responsible for preparing the documentary evidence, and
he conducted the individual calendar hearing R.M. 's asy
lum application was prepared and filed in 1992, by an
other attorney, and it contained no information regarding
the alien's sexual orientation. Manuel's initial burden was
to persuade the IJ to ignore this factual omissic.i, which
he successfully did. Further, Manuel had to convince the
IJ th at although R.M. never suffered persecution in El
Salvador on account of his sexual orientation and his HIVpositive status, that he likely would if he was returned

there now. To support this claim, Manuel submitted
U.S. State Department and other reports that estab
lished that gay men are targeted for violence in El
Salvador, and that few, if any, services are available
for persons that are HIV-positive. At the beginning
of the hearing, the IJ commended Manuel on his ex
tensive documentary submission. Manuel conducted
a skillful direct examination, and his timely objec
tions rendered meaningless the INS trial attorney's
cross-examination. At the conclusion of the fivehour hearing the IJ granted the application. INS
has reserved appeal. Assuming the grant is sustained
on appeal, R.M. will be an asylee for one year, and
then he'll be eligible to apply for lawful permanent resi
dence and eventually U.S. citizenship.
3.

L.G. El Salvador
This alien was represented by Ingrid Abrash, 3L,
who has been hired by th e INS as a trial attorney and as
signed to the New York City district, effective in the fall.
On March
14, 2000, IJ John Milo Bryant granted the asylum
application of L.G Ingrid was solely responsible for pre
paring the documentary evidence, and she conducted the
individual calendar hearing. L. G's asylum application was
prepared and filed by his previous attorney, and it too omit
ted crucial information. Yet Ingrid overcame this omis
sion by preparing and filing, among other things, a de
tailed amended affidavit. L.G's claim was that he was
unable, and would be unable if returned, to get employ
ment in El Salvador because his last employer there was
labeling him a union activist and a communist. L.G is
neither. The Board of Immigration Appeals and the Fourth
Circuit, respectively, have not issued a clear ruling on this

issue. So Ingrid asked the IJ to adopt the reasoning of
Boreav. INS. 77F.3d210(7"hCir. 1996), by arguing that
L.G would likely suffer "a probability of deliberate impo
sition of substantial economic disadvantage" in El Salva
dor on account of his imputed political opinion. The IJ
expressly adopted the Borca standard and granted the ap
plication. INS has elected not to appeal. Ingrid did a supeib job conducting the hearing. At one point L.G blanked
on a question that he had correctly answered during the
moot court, yet Ingrid calmly asked for the IJ's permission
to approach the witness, and with a letter from the record
refreshed her client's recollection. She elicited the required
testimony, retrieved the letter from her client, and contin
ued her direct.
Like C.A. and R.M., above, L.G will eventually
be eligible to apply for U.S. citizenship. Ingrid's hard work
also means that L.G will soon be reunited with his family.
Pursuant to the relevant federal regulation, L.G's wife and
two minor children, who are in El Salvador, have been
granted"asylum in following-to-join status and they'll soon
immigrate to the U.S.

One Little Shout

You are invited to attend

from the Balcony
" H E R E ON EARTH"

ORAL ARGUMENTS FOR THE 2000
GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS
MOOT COURT COMPETITION!
Review the problem at
http://www.law. gwu.edu/facweb/sschooner/moot-probOO
Semi-finals: Saturday, April 1, 9:00 a m., 10:45 a.m.,
1:00 p.m., 2:45 p.m., GW Law School
Final Round: Tuesday, April 11, 6:00 p.m.
Howard T. Markey National Courts Building
717 Madison Place, Washington, D C.

This year's competition sponsored by:

McKenna & Cuneo, L.L.P.

BY HEATHER J . FISH

Men beware! This is a chick flick in
every sense of the word. If you don't be
lieve me, think about this: there were no
men in the theater and it was practically
sold out. If your significant other does drag
you to see it, don't worry she will forget
about you within minutes after seeing the
drop dead gorgeous main male character.
You'll either be able to fall asleep or sneak
out.
Females, read on... This is a love
story that will make you laugh as well as
bring tears to your eyes. The main charac
ters are Kelley, Samantha, and Jasper. The
story is set in a small town in Massachu
setts. Kelley, besides being eye candy, is a
spoiled rich kid with an attitude whose fa
ther doesn't pay him any attention.
Samantha and Jasper are high school sweet
hearts who grew up together.
The rebellious Kelley sneaks out of
his dorm one night with two of his friends
to take his new sports car for a drive. After

stopping for something to eat and hitting
on Samantha in front of the possessive Jas
per, Kelley and his friends get thrown out
of the diner run by Samantha's family. Jas
per can't leave well enough alone and takes
off after Kelley and his friends. A high
speed and dangerous car chase ensues end
ing with both cars out of control and de
stroying Samantha's family's restaurant.
Kelley's daddy can't buy his way out of this
mess. Kelley and Jasper are court ordered
to spend the rest of the summer in this no
where to town to help rebuild the diner.
Things get interesting when
Samantha and Kelley start hanging out to
gether. Will this sweet hometown girl
choose Jasper, her best friend or Kelley, a
stranger with a dangerous edge? Will
Kelley let down his guard and let himself
love? Find out for yourself. Although trail
ers for this movie target a younger audi
ence, there are sensitive and emotional is
sues that touch people of all ages.
Grade: B+
Mr. Geller will be back next time with
the end of year round-up.

3L's Share Your Wisdom!!
Are you a Dean's Yellow?
Working In a clinic?
Do you do humanitarian work?
Do you have an Interesting part-time Job?
The Nota Bene is interested in
profiling 3L's to share their experiences with the
law school community.
Students interested in being profiled should leave their
name and contact information with Heather Fish (3L Day)
or the Nota Bene office at
202-676-3879
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POLICY FROM
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environment" harassment. Under the "hos
Dear Brenda and Kelly: I want to ever without a commitment. When am I that's not fair (probably true but not nec
tile work environment theory, a plaintiff
know how to close that ultimate trans going to get a ring? This is crap. Don't essarily fair). And besides, that infor
must prove: (1) that she was subjected to
action - the deal to break all deals. I you love me? Aren't I enough for you? And mation most likely does not help you.
unwelcome harassment based on her sex,
want my boyfriend to propose. What do finally I got sick of hearing the same thing Clearly the best friend is not doing it for
and (2) that the harassment was so severe
you suggest?
every day so I just gave in." Aww, i sn't you, otherwise you wouldn't be after the
or pervasive as to create a hostile environ
that sweet?
hot girl. The hot girl is probably just
ment. The idea is that sexually harassing
K: It seems every twenty-someone in a string of many, but go ahead,
conduct that is sufficiently severe, persis
thing girl these days is pulling her hair
B: I'm not a big advocate of game- get it out of your system. You're not
tent, or pervasive to limit a person's ability
out to get a ring. I could tell you all to playing so I don't agree with Kelly's strat thirty yet, so live it up and enjoy your
work equals sex discrimination.
get a life and independent woman blah egy. Every time I've ever tried something twenties. If you are already thirty, eww,
The problem is that universities, like
blah blah and down with the patriarchy like that, the guy has always called my bluff you're old. Stop playing around like
GW, can face huge monetary damages if
blah blah blah but you wouldn't listen anyway! Ultimately, I think that honesty is some kid. It's really unbecoming an
they are found in violation of Title IX. To
anyway. So if you really want it to hap the best policy, as painful and scary as that OLD, OLD man.
avoid any liability they create policies that
pen, tell your boyfriend that you think might be. Tell him that you're ready to take
are so overbroad that they are certain to
you should see other people because your relationship to the next level and ask
B: I think it's definitely possible
prohibit any language or conduct that could
you've met someone else and you thought him where he thinks it is going. If he's to be in love with both of them but I sus
be seen as sexually harassing under the
he and you were just for fun anyway be happy with the way things are and can fore pect that you might just be in lust with
hostile work environment definition. They
cause you thought he wasn't into getting see it staying the same for a while longer, the really hot one. I mean come on,
also impose stiff penalties for students or
married but don't worry you two can tsill you need to make some decisions. Can you when you're with the really hot one, are
faculty found in violation of their policies,
date (Don't worry, real-life "someone wait for him to come around ? How badly you thinking: a) she'd make such a great
including termination from the university.
else" not required). Then, see him occa do you want toget married? Why? You don't life partner and mother to my kids or b)
At first glance, I thought "hey its about time
sionally and play up the other guy like want to pressure him to propose because I how amenable she'd be to a friendly
these harassers get what they have coming,"
crazy. He'll either propose or you'll be promise that it will come and haunt you.
game of naked twister. And like Kelly
but then I realized the policy GW has cov
rid of him (which was then inevitable
said, if you're after this hot girl, then
ered more than just sexually harassing
anyway). Whatever you do, don't nag.
Dear Brenda and Kelly: I 'm torn be your best friend probably isn't doing it
speech, it covered any speech or conduct
Even if you could get a guy to propose tween two girls. One is my best friend and for you. I don't think you can be in love
related to sex, and the due process proce
just to shut you up, you wouldn't want the other is totally hot. I think I m in love with someone and not be attracted to
dures granted to the accused could hardly
that the story he tells every anniversary, with both of them - is that possible?
them too. You might love her but not be
be considered equitable.
do you? "How did I propose to your
'in love' with her. Basically, you're not
To further explain, think back to your
mother? Well, every day she said you're
K: Probably you're just a typical guy, in love with either of them so problem
Criminal Law class, where you likely dis
such an asshole, you string me along for never satisfied with what you've got. Oh, solved.
cussed rape. Did those class discussions
make you uncomfortable? Did some stu
dents' comments make you want to throw
fo< Cfywnda amcl *>jZoe//y wit/i yoiw cowcemid',
your casebook at them? Did people express
views that were not only insensitive, but also
insulting to women? But, wasn't it this
cmapte/tea, druy fwoZ/emiAj ciMyt/bwiy you /c/ce, cmd i
very discussion and argument that made you
understand rape law? I know that when
you'r-e I'uc/cy, Cfwde' tcoo Aifidfara -mazy ewn •r^yixyyvcl/
ever someone said something I found of
fensive, I certainly strained to come up with
a coherent argument against their's, and
that it what law school is all about. Now,
do you know that your class's discussion about rape should
be grounds for a valid claim of sexual harassment under
our university's guidelines? Currently, it could be. Lets
Exams available on-line and at the Circulation print or electronic format. In addition, state tax forms are
not even get into the cases in the Torts books.
available in PDF format on the web.
Desk
If there is any place academic freedom and diversity
Eager to see some old exams? All exams deposited
of ideas should be respected it is in a university. We come
Federal Tax Forms and Instructions
by GW Law professors with the library are available at the
here for discussion on controversial topics and to expose
Print Resources
Circulation Desk and online at httn ://www. law, gwu.edu
ourselves to diversity of views. The First Amendment pro
Students may request copies of exams at the Circu
hibits content based speech regulation, meaning that the
The Law Library maintains a collection of federal
lation Desk, using the Exam Sale order form. All orders
state can not say that one point of view is correct and ban
are completed by 3:00 p.m. the next business day (Mon- tax forms and instructions on reserve at the circulation
the other point of view from being said. University speech
desk. The U.S. Internal Revenue Service and a commer
Fri).
codes, which address speech relating to race, but that were
Alternatively, students may check-out exams at the cial publisher, Tax Management Inc., provide compilations
written based on the language in the "hostile work envi
of reproducible forms and instructions. Arrangement is
Circulation Desk, and copy them at their convenience.
ronment" definitions, have been turned down in courts all
To access the online database of exams, go to http:// by IRS form number.
across the country. The goal of political correctness is just
www. law.gwu.edu
not enough to quash our freedom of speech. Many state
1. Click on RESOURCES
universities have had their sexual harassment policies de
2. Click on Old Exams On-Line (right column,
clared unconstitutionally vague and oveibroad, however
first entry)
since it is private , GW does not need to comply with the
3. Click on View Exams for Spring Semester 2000
First Amendment or any constitutional standards for that
Exams are sorted by course number. All exams are
matter. Its not hard to imagine a new professor skipping
PDF (portable document format) documents and require
over a sensitive topic in class, or picking a casebook with
Adobe Acrobat Reader to view (available at no cost from
less cases with sexual content for fear of losing her job. I
http://www.adobe, com/products/acrobat/readstep. html)
think ldw students should demand our First Amendment
Please note that these exams are accessible only from:
rights in the classroom. It's paternalistic to say we can't
1.computers located inside GW law school buildings, or,
handle discussions about sex, and does nothing for us as
2. computers using the dial-in connection provided by the
women to be portrayed as in need of so much protection.
law school (instructions available at the Circulation Desk).
The law school faculty recently voted 22-0 in favor
TIP : If you want to save the exam to floppy instead
of suggested amendments to GW's sexual harassment
of printing it, hold down the <Shifl> key as you click on
policy proposed by Prof. Robinson. The amendments would
the link. A "Save As" dialogue box will appear. Just specify
exclude classroom discussions, reading assignments, and
the appropriate drive and file name. Click OK. Most, but
exam questions from the "hostile environment" prohibi
not all, of the exams will fit on a floppy.
tion and strengthen the due process procedures. Both
Harvard Law School and the University of Chicago have
Locating Federal and State Tax Forms
similar policies. I was asked recently to attend an SBA
by Lesliediana Jones
meeting to inform the members of the issues around this
topic , and I overwhelmingly sensed the support of the
The ability to obtain federal and state tax forms in
SBA on this matter. The Faculty Senate of the university
will vote on these issues on April 14th, and I urge you as a an easy and efficient manner can be challenging. Fortu
It's good for you!
student to consider these issues and to express your opin nately, the Jacob Burns Law Library can offer assistance
in this endeavor. You can use library resources to locate
ion to the university.
official federal tax forms, instructions and publications in
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